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Consolidation of a viscoelastic semi-space in the plane state of strain 

B. LECHOWICZ and G. SZEFER (KRAKOW) 

WE CONSIDER the consolidation of a viscoelastic semi-space without aging with a boundary per
mitting filtration and loaded by arbitrary normal and tangential tractions. It is assumed that the 
rheological properties of the skeleton are different in the processes of dilatational, shear and due 
to the fluid pressure strains. The constitutive relations of the medium are taken in an integral 
form. Exact solutions are derived for the equations of the theory of consolidation by means 
of the Fourier and Laplace integral transforms. The total stresses, the displacements of the 
skeleton and the pressure of the ftuid are presented in the form of improper integrals. 

W pracy rozwai:ono konsolidacj~ p61przestrzeni lepko-spr~ystej bez starzenia o brzegu prze
puszczalnym, obcicttonym na brzegu dowolnymi silami normalnymi i stycznymi. Przyj~to, ze 
wlasno8ci reologiczne szkieletu w procesie odksztalcenia obj~to8ciowego, postaciowego i wyni
kaj~go z cisnienia cieczy ~ odmienne. R6wnania konstytutywne osrodka zapisano w postaci 
calkowej. Otrzymano 8cisle rozwi~e r6wnan teorii konsolidacji stosuj~ transformacje 
calkowe Fouriera i La.place'a. Napr~i:enia calkowite, przemieszczenia szkieletu i parcie cieczy 
wyrai:one ~ w postaci catek niewla8ciwych. 

B pa6oTe paCCMOTpeH npOI~ecc KOHCO~~ 6e3 CTapeHilJI B.fi3KO-ynpyroro nOJIYIIPOCTpaH
CTBa C rq>OHHQaeMOH UOBepXHOCTbiO. KpaeBa.R HarpyaKa COCTOilT ll3 npoH3BOJILHbiX HOpMaJIL
HbiX 11: Kaca-rem.HhiX ycarndt. Ilpe,z:uioJiaraerc.R, liTO peoJio~ecKile CBOHCTBa rpYJITOBOro 
CKeJieTa pa3JDNHbl B npo~eccax o61.eMHoro ~e<iK>PMHpOBaHil.R, cpopMOHSMeHeHilJIIl npH 803-

~eitCTBHH ~aBJieHH.R >fOW<OCTH o nopax CKeJieTa. Oupe~CJVUO~e ypaoHeHll.R cpe~I 38IIH
caHhi B I(HTerpaJILHOM B~e. Ilo;zyqeHbi TO'IHble PeiileHil.R ypaBHeBHI: TeOpHH KOHCO~~' 
OCHOBaHHhie Ha npq;MeHeHilll HHTerpaJILHbiX npeo6paaooamdt <l>ypLe H Jl8JIJUlca. IlOJIHbie 
Hanp.R>KeHil.R, nepeMe~eHil.R rpYHTOooro CKeJieTa ll Hanop )l(ll,qi(OCTil Bbipa>KeHbi o o~e 
Heco6cToeHHbiX llHTCI'PIUIOB. 

1. Introduction 

THE RICH engineering experience and numerous experimental papers dealing with strains 
in soils subject to action of externalloadings prove that all soils exhibit instantaneous strain 
the magnitude of which depends on the type of the soil and the loading; soils subject 
to a prolonged loading exhibit an increase of strain in time. 

A change of the strain in time may be due both to an outward filtration of the fluid 
present in the pores of the soil and to the rheological properties of its skeleton. 

A theoretical description of the above phenomenon of consolidation was considered 
by numerous authors. Most of them regarded the skeleton as a linear elastic medium 
[I, 4]. 

In the course of development of the theory of consolidation, the rheological properties 
of the skeleton were taken into account. We mention here first of all BlOT's papers [2, 3], 
FLORIN'S [5) and ZARECKI'S [10). 

The last author wrote the physical equations of the rheological porous medium by means 
of Volterra's integral operators of second kind. Assuming the that skeleton of the soil 
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734 B. LEclloWICZ AND G. SZEFER 

exhibits the same creep properties during the dilatational strain and the strain due to the 
action of the fluid in the pores, he obtained for the case without aging a solution of the 
equations by means of successive approximations. 

ZAJJ\C f8, 9] applied Biot's theory to some selected mechanical problems of rocks in 
the case of the standard model. 

In this paper, we assume that the rheological properties of the skeleton in the course 
of the dilatational, shear and due to the fluid pressure strains, are different and we shall 
present an exact solution of the equations of the theory of consolidation. we shall base 
on the constitutive equations in the integral form. 

2. The set of equations of the theory of consolidation 

We consider a quasi two-phase medium consisting of a porous viscoelastic skeleton 
and fluid in the pores. we make the following assumptions: 

1. The skeleton is isotropic and homogeneous; 
2. The viscoelastic skeleton without aging has different creep properties in the course 

of dilatational, shear and due to the fluid pressure strains; 
3. The porosity of-the skeleton is statistically homogeneous; 
4. The physical relations are linear; 
5. The fluid is filtrated through the pores of the skeleton according to Darcy's law 

and the filtration coefficient k, is constant. 
We shall consider the problem of consolidation of the medium in the plane state of 

strain. For a porous material the skeleton of which exhibits rheological properties without 
aging, the skeleton physical laws can be written in the form of the following integral rela
tions expressing the Boltzmann hereditary principle [10]: 

the law of shear 
t 

(2.1) ef1 = -2~ [sii(t)+ f K(t-t)Sij(t")d-r]; 
0 

the law of dilatational strain 

(2.2) 
1 t 

es = -[S(t)+ f K.,(t--r)S(-r)d-c], 
ex., o 

where e~. denotes the components of the skeleton strain deviator, Su components of the deviator of the 
t~al stress, G shear modulus of the skeleton, K(t- r) kernels describing the creep during the shear 
strain, es skeleton dilatation, S = au (au are the total stresses in the two-phase medium), 1Xo dilata
tional modulus, K,(t- r) kernel describing the creep during the dilatational strain. 

On the basis of Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) we obtain relations between the components of 
the skeleton strain eii and the stress tensor Gu, namely 

(2.3) etj(t) = 2~ [a11(t) + j K(t- T)a11(T)dT] +! ~.{ ~. (s(t) 

+ j K,(t-T)S(T)dT)- 2~ (s(t)+ j K(t-T)S(T)dT)]. 
0 0 
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CONSOLIDATION OF A VISCOELASTIC SEMI-SPACE IN THE PLANE STATE OF STRAIN 735 

In what follows, for brevity, we introduce the integral operators 

t t 

(2.4) __;_ = _l [1+ j K(t-i) ... di], 
G G o 

_;_=_I [I+fK.,(t-i) ... di]. 
~X., ex., 0 

Thus the relation (2.3) takes the from 

(2.5) •W> = 2~ uli(t) + ~ dil ( ~ - 2~ ) S(t). 

As a result of the dilatational strain of the soil, there arises a hydrostatic pressure in the 
fluid in the pores, which acts on the skeleton and tends to increase the pores. This is a rheo
logical process, in general different from the above-considered creep of the skeleton. The 
di1atation due to the action of the fluid is given by the relation [10] 

t 

(2.6) e~(t) = -
3
-[p(t)+ J K.,,(t-i)p(i)di], ex.,, o 

where a.,, is the dilatation modulus in the process of increase of the pores, K.,p(t- i)
the creep kernel describing the dilatational strain on the skeleton due to the fluid pressure, 
p - the pressure of the fluid in the pores, e~ - the dilatational strain of the skeleton due 
to the fluid pressure. 

Introducing the operator 

(2.7) 

t 

J_ = - 1
-[ 1+ J K.,p(t-T) ... di], we have 

~X.,, ex.,, 
0 

(2.8) 
3 

e~(t) = -_-p(t). 
~X.,, 

The total state of strain constitutes a sum of the strains due to the action of the stress and 
due to the. action of the fluid pressure in the pores of the soil. This, taking into account 
(2.5) and (2.8), we obtain for the total strain tensor 

(2.9) Bij = -- l1;j+- ---- S+--p 1 ~ij ( 1 1 ) . ~ij 
2G 3 ex., 2G ex.,, 

or, in the form solved for stresses 

(2.10) 

where 
t t 

{; = G[l-J R(t-i) ... di], 
0 

&., = ex.,[l-J R.,(t-T) ... di], 
0 

R(t- i), R.,(t- i) are the resolvents of the kernels K(t- i), K.,(t- i) of the operators (2.4). 
The above tensorial relations constitute the most general form of the physical law for 
a homogeneous, isotropic, linear, invariant in time viscoelastic porous material saturated 
with fluid. Their generality follows not only from purely physical considerations but 
constitutes a result of the Riesz-Frechet theorem on the form of a linear functional in the 
Hilbert space. In particular, for a differential model 

PtSiJ = Qteii, P2S = Q2es, P3p = Q3e~, 

2* 
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736 B. LECHOWICZ AND G. SzEFER 

where 

i = 1' 2, 3 

we have 

2G = .&, 
pl 

- - - Q2 
IX.,= 3.A.+2G = p2' 

when &..,, = 3 (Q3jP3). 
For 

a..,= IX.,= const, allp =IX.,,= const, K.,(t--r) = K.,,(t-T) = 0, 
m = n = 1, aA = y+ ~. af = 1, bA = 2Gy, bf = 2G 

(or, equivalently, K(t- r) = ~e-l'<t-T>), we arrive at the standard model investigated in 

BloT's [2] and ZAI<\c's (9] papers. 
The relations (2.9) and (2.10) constitute the fundamental system of equations for the 

two-phase medium. The pressure p(t) requires an additional relation. This is supplied by 
the filtration equation. On the basis of Darcy's law it takes the form 

(2.11) ~ LJp = .!!!.- ap +~[-!-s+ _j_p], 
Yw IXw at at IX., (XIIp 

where we have introduced the following notations: krp- filtration coefficient, Yw - specific 
weight of the fluid, IXw- compressibility modulus dilatations of the fluid, n- porosity. 

We observe that Eq. (2.11) is coupled with the relations (2.9) or (2.1 0). In what follows 
it is convenient to deal with the uncoupled filtration equation. To derive it, we base on the 
compatibility equations 

(2.12) Eij,ld + Eu'ij- Ej/c,jl- Ejl,it = 0 

which, after substitution of (2.9), in view of the equilibrium equations (]iJ,J = 0 and 
after contraction, yield 

A 1 - 1 
aS = ---4G-:-Ap, 

2L-1 1Xvp 

(2.13) 

where i = i __J_. Applying to (2.11) the differential operator LJ l and substituting for AS 
IXu 

the expression (2.13), we arrive at the required uncoupled filtration equation 

(2 14) ktp V2 2 3n a 2 a [- 1 2 J h L- - _I 1 4- 3 . - Vp=- - Vp+--L 1 - .. -Vp, were~-- .. G+. 
Yw IXw at at IX.,, (XII -1 + 2L 

In the considered plane state of strain, we have e13 = 0, whence, after simple transfor
mations, we obtain from (2.9), (2.10), (2.11) and (2.13) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

- L L2 = --_, 
1-L 

- 1 L3 = -- --;;;- . 
1-L 

(2.17) 
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CONSOUDATION OF A VISCOBLAWIC SEMI-SPACE IN THE PLANE STATE OF STRAIN 737 

Repeating transformations leading to (2.14), we finally have 

(2.18) k'~' V2 V2 - 3n a V2 a [L- 1 V2 ] - p--- p+- 4--- p' 
i'w aw at at fXup 

Besides the physical relations, we shall use Airy's stress function 

(2.19) Grzp = -F,«fl+ ()«flLJF. 

Thus, performing the substitutionS= a 11 +a22 = LJF, we obtain from (2.17) the equation 

(2.20) 
26 1 

L1L1F = ----=- -_-Llp. 
-1 +2L fXup 

The relations (2.28) and 2.20) constitute the fundamental uncoupled system of equations 
of consolidating viscoelastic medium in the plane case. The uncoupling led to a higher 
order of the equations and therefore their solution (with the appropriate boundary and 
initial conditions) must satisfy the filtration equation in the form (2.16). 

3. The general solution of the problem of consolidation of a semi-space in the plane state of 
strain 

In the Cartesian coordinate system Oxy, we consider a consolidating semi-space in 
the plane state of strain subject to arbitrary normal and tangential loadings. To solve 
the problem, we apply the Fourier and Laplace integral transforms. We base on the 

X 

FIG. 1. 

filtration Eq. (2.18) over which we perform the Fourier transform with respect to the 
variable x; thus 

(3.1) !5L(a;-2a2 a;+a4 )p = ~ ! (a;-a2)p+ ! [r4 _J_(a;-a2fp], 
i'w (XW ut Ut (XIIp 

where p = p(a, y, t) is the Fourier transform of the function p and a is the transform 
parameter. Now, we perform the Laplace transform with respect to time. Making use 
of the convolution theorem, we arrive at the ordinary differential equation 

(3.2) !5L(a;-2a2a;+a4)p* = ~(a;-a2)[).p*-jj(a, y, O)] 
i'w aw 

+(a;-a2)[;.i: ... ~ p*-L4 (0) _ 
1
(
0

,\ p(a, y, o)J, 
a,, a,P 1 
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738 B. LBcHOWICZ AND G. SzEFER 

00 

where p* = p*(rx, y, A.) = J p(rx, y, t)e-ltdt is the Laplace transform of the function p, 
0 

I - I - - 0 I --=.---' L:- Laplace transforms of the operators -_-, L4 ; L~ >, -<o> -values of the 
~ ~ ~ 
operators at the instant t = 0; p(rx, y, 0)- the value of the Fourier transform of the 
pressure pat the instant t = 0. 

Introducing the notations 

(3.3) f-;(rx,y,O) =-(a+ i~o> -:o>)ca;-rx2 )p(rx,y,O), 
W1 CX.vp 

-z2 = [A.a+ A.L_: ], w1 = krp, a=~' 
wl cx,p Yw rxw Wt 

we obtain the following form of our equation: 

(3.4) (o;-2rx2 o;+rx4 )p*+z2 (o;-rx2 )p* =h(rx,y,O). 

In view of the condition limp = 0, the general solution of the above equation has the 
Y-+oo 

form 

(3.5) p*(rx, y, A.)= A 1 (rx, A.)e-Y 112 -z2>'+B1 (rx, A.)e-ltzl>'+ff(cx, y, A.), 

where /T(rx, y, A.) is the particular solution to be determined on the basis of the fluid 
pressure at the initial instant. 

Let us now solve Eq. (2.20); performing over it the Fourier transform, we obtain 

ca;-2rx2 o;+rx4 )F(rx,y, t) = 
2{; _ _J_ca;-rx2 )p(rx,y, t), 

-1 +2L CX.vp 

where F(rx, y, t) is the Fourier transform of the function F(x, y, t). Moreover, the Laplace 
transform with respect to the variable t yields 

(3.6) 

where G*, L * are the La place transforms of the operators G, L, respectively. 
Taking into account (3.5) and making use of the notation 

(3.7) 

we have 

where 

2G* 
T = ------=-:- ~' 

-1 + 2£* CX.vp 

Assuming that the stresses at infinity vanish, we arrive at the following solution of Eq. 
(3.7): 

(3.8) - T 
F* = [A(rx, A.)+B(rx, A.)lrxly]e-l«ly __ 

2
-A1 (rx, A.)e-Y112 -%

2Y + ff(rx, y, A.). 
z 

Heref:(rx, y, A.) is the particular solution corresponding to the inhomogeneity ff(rx, y, A.). 
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The functions (3.5) and (3.8) contain four unknown constants At, Bt, A and B. They 
will be determined by means of the boundary conditions (two for the stress function and 
one for the pressure p), and the filtration Eq. (2.16). We begin from the latter equation 
and perform over it the Fourier and Laplace transforms. Thus 

(3.9) k" (iJ2 2)-* _ 3n ,-* 1 [ 1-2if 8-. 2if -·] - ,-a. p --Ap +11. - +~p 
Yw OCw 2G* ~P 

3n _ 1-2i~0> - 2i3(0) _ 
--p(a.,y, 0)- _<

0
> S(a.,y, 0)-------=(0>p(a.,y, 0), 

OCw 2G rx.,p 

where i~, i: are the Laplace transforms of the operators i 2 and £3 • On the basis of the 
relation S = V2 F, we calculate the transform 

(3.10) 

Introducing the above expression into (3.9) and substituting for p* and F* from the 
formulae (3.5) and (3.8), we obtain 

(3.11) 

1-2f* --
+). 

2
G* 2 [- 2B( ex, ).) a.2e-l«ly +TAt (ex, J.) e- v'«l-zly + (a;- ex2) t: (a., y, ).)] 

2L* + A-_*3 [Bt (a., ).) e-l«iy +At (ex, ).)e-fa2-z2y + ft(a., y' ).)] 
rt,p 

-t-2i2(o) 2 2 - 2i3(0) _ _ (o, -ex )F(a., y, 0)-~(0) p(a., y, 0). 
2G(O) rtvp 

After transformations 

1-2i* [ 3n 2L* J (3.12) 2ex2B(ex, ).)). _ 2 e-I«IY =). -+ _*3 B1 (ex, ).)e-1«1'+/:(a.,y, ).), 
2G* exw fX.vp 

where 

(3.13) /:(ex, y, ).) = -ktp (o;-ex2)ft(a., y, .!.)+ ~).ff(a., y, ).)- ~p(ex, y, 0) 
Yw exw exw 

, 1-2ir c~2 2 * 1 , 2i1 f*( ,) 
+A - u1 -ex )/3 (a.,y, 11.)+A~ t a.,y, A 

2G* \J.vp 

1-2L2(o) 2 2 2i3(o) -c 
- _ (o,-ex )F(a.,y, 0)-~(0) p a., y, 0). 

2G(O) rtvp 

Applying the operator a;-ex2 to the function J:(a., y, ).) and taking into account the 
relations between the particular solutions ff and f'! with the functions p(ex, y, 0) and 

F( ex, y, 0), we find that 
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Hence 

J:(ex, y, A.) = C(ex, A.)e-1 11. 

The constant C(ex, A.) will be determined from the initial conditions. Thus, in view of (3.12), 

(3.14) B(ex, A.)=[~+ 2~f J 2G* B12(ex; A.)+ C(ex, A.)2~* . 
exw rJ.,p 1 - 2ir ex 2ex2 A.(l- 2Lr) 

Introducing, for brevity, the notation 

C(ex, A.)2G* 
--'---'-----, .. =-- = C 1 (ex, A.) 
2ex2 l(1- 2Lf) 

and introducing (3.14) into the formula (3.8), we finally obtain 

(3.15) ~ = A( A.) -1«11 [~ 2iJ J G* B.(ex, A.) -JCII1 
r - ex' e + + ""* - I NI ye exw rJ.,p 1 - 2Lf \A 

T .;-
+C1(ex, A.)lexlye-!«11 - Z 2 A1(ex, l)e-.,cx:z-::z1+ff(ex,y, l). 

Having determined the transform of the stress function, we can use (2.19) to calculate 
the stresses; thus, inverting the Fourier and Laplace transforms, we have 

oo e +loo 

a,=- y'~ ~i l.l {A(a, .l.)a2e-I'I'+C,(a, .l.)lala2ye-l•l' 

[
3n 2if] G* T .;-+ -+---...-- .. B.(ex, A.)lexlye-1«11_ -z2 A.(ex, A.)ex2e-t' «:z-&:zy 
exw a,, 1-2L~ 

+ /f(a, y, l)a2}e-'""-"d.lda, 

oo a+loo 

a,=-~ ~i J J {A(a, A)a2e-1"11+C1(a, A)(-2+1aiy)a2e-l•t> 
Y -oo e-loo 

(3.16) [ 
3n 2Lf J G* + -+~ .. B1{ex, A.)(-2+1exly)e-IC1Jy 
exw rJ.;p 1 - 2L~ 

- :, (a2 - z2)A 1 (a, A)e-Y "'-•''+ a;JJ(a, y, A)}e-iu+"d.lda, 
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On the basis of (3.5), we deduce the pressure 

(3.17) 
oo e+ioo 

P = V~ .;.i 1._£ {B1(1X, J.)e-1<1> +A1(1X, J.)e-f•'-•'>+ If( <X, y, J.)}e-""'+"dAdiX. 

In what follows we shall need the formulae for the displacements. In view of (2.15) and the 

geometric relation e«l' = ~ (ucc111 +u111 ), we obtain the vertical displacement in the form 

(3.18) 

oo s+ioo 
1 

U = _1 __ 1_ J J {---A(ex, ).)lexle-1«17 
1 ~ mi -oo t-ioo 2G* 

Lf At (ex, ).) -v'cc2 _ 2 if iJ /*( ).) 
__:~.....;..__--"-- e z , - ---- 3 ex y V ex2 - z20C:, 2G* oy ' ' 

while the horizontal displacement takes the form 

(3.19) 

In view of the above formulae, the compatibility of strain e", = ~ (U", 1 + U,,") = 

= ~ u"' leads to the relation 
2G 
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Consequently, similarly to the theory of elasticity, the functions / 11 (x, t) and f 22(y, t) 
have the form corresponding to a rigid displacement 

/ 11 (x, t) = -C!+B(t), f22(y, t) = C*y+D(t). 

The formulae (3.I6)-(3.I9) describing the stresses and displacements contain the integration 
constants A, A1 and B1 depending on the transform parameters a and A.. These constants 
can be determined from the conditions of loading and pressure on the boundary of the 
semi-space (Fig. I) 

(3.20) a,(x, 0, t) = g(x, t), O"x1(x, 0, t) = rJ(X, t), p(x, 0, t) = p 1(x, t). 

Performing the integral transforms, after simple transformations we obtain 

(3.2I) 
{ T yeT-? [ 3n 2Lf J G* }<-* 2!*( 0 A.)) - 7 lal - -;:-+ ~X:P (I-2i1)a2 g +a 3 ex, ' 

A(a, A.) = M(cx, A.) 

T {·-· a 2 I 1 off I [ 3n 2if J G* (-* f*( 0 1))} - 2 l'fJ -
1

-
1 
+C1 a + a -~- + -+~ ----. p 1 - 1 a, , 11. 

z a uy y ... o aw rxvp I-2L2 

M(a, A.) 

-g*-ifj*~- -C.a2-lal oft_j -a2ff(a,O, A.) 
( 1) lal Oy y=O A 1 a, 11. = --------=-=-:--~---"------

M(a, A.) 

[ 
3n 2it J G* - -+~ - ("PT-/f{cx, 0, A.)) 
aw rxvp I - 2L~ 

+-------~~~-----------
M(a, A.) 

-* .-* a c 2 I I a ff l 2J* ( o 1) g + Z'fJ -
1 

-
1 
+ 1 a + a -

0
- + a 3 rx, , 11. 

B (a A.) = a y ,y=O 
1 

' M(rx, A.) 

T-l_rxi-=-Y-~_2-=~=--z-2 -__ a_2 (pf- ff(a, 0, A.)) 
z 

+· M(rx, A.) 

where 

and g*, ij*, p* are the transforms of the loadings. 
Thus the constants (3.2I), besides the boundary data g*, rj* and p*, contain also the 

functions/T (a, 0, A.), ff (a, 0, .A.) and C1 (a, A.). The latter depend on the initial conditions; 
this fact follows from the formuJae which for clarity we present once more: 

h (a, y, 0) = - (a+ i~o> -:o> ) (a;- a2) p( a, y, 0) . 
Wl CXvp 
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Here,/1*(rl, 0, .A.) is the value of the particular solution (3.4) corresponding to the inhomo

geneity h(rl, y, 0) for y = 0, 

! * ~) 2G* 1 a2 2)f* ( ~) 2(rl,y, /1. = - ~( ,-rl 1 rl,y, /1.' 
2L* -1 iXvp 

fJ (rl, 0, .A.) is the value of the particular solution (3.7) corresponding to the inhomogeneity 
f~ (rl, y, .A.) for y = 0, 

G* C1(rl, .A.) = - C(rl, .A.), 
rl2 .A. (I-2Lt) 

C(rl, .A.)e-I«IY = [-~(a:-rl2)+~A+A 2~J]ff(rl,y, .A.) 
/'w rlw iXvp 

1 - 2L~ 82 2) ~~· ~) [ Jn 2i~O) J -( O) + - ( y - rl /1. 3 ( rl' y' /1. - --+ ~ p rl' y' 
2G* rlw iXvp 

_ 1-2L2(0) (a2 - 2)F-( O) 
- y rl rl,y, . 

2G(O) 

If we assume that at the initial instant t = 0, the body is in its natural state, i.e., p(x, y, 0) = 
= F(x, y, 0) = 0, then p(rl, y, 0) = F(rl, y, 0) = 0 and, consequently, 

/f(a, 0, .A.)= fJ(a, 0, .A.)= C1 (rl, .A.)= 0. 

The formulae (3.16)-(3.19) completed by (3.21) yield therefore the general exact solution 
of the problem. The total stresses in the two-phase medium, the fluid pressure and the 
skeleton displacements are given in the form of non-elementary proper and improper inte
grals a computation of which for definite functions g(x, t), 'YJ(X, t) and p1(x, t) can 
be cumbersome but does not lead to any difficulties. On the basis of the Krylov inter
polation method [6, 7], the inversion of the Fourier and Laplace transforms is basically 
reduced to the calculation of the values of the integrands at the interpolation nods. 
For various cases of loadings and material (various types of soils), we can therefore 
effectively determine the distributions of displacements and stresses, to estimate the 
influence of the viscoelasticity of the medium on the phenomenon of consolidation and 
to describe quantitatively the process in time. Results of the above numerical analysis 
will constitute the subject of another paper. 
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